
Monday 10/03/2022
Week 1

First Grade Visual Arts
VA Gr1 Lp5 Pumpkin
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

VA:Re7.2.1a Compare images that represent the same subject.
1.RL.9 Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in stories.

The Students will:

• recall art class rules
• review vocabulary
• listen to "The Roll Away Pumpkin" by Julie Wonders
• follow guided drawing to create a realistic pumpkin
• use do a dot markers to color their pumpkin
• participate in a gallery walk
• compare and contrast pumpkins
• clean area

Vocabulary
Shape- enclosed space

Form- 3D shapes

Warm Colors- red, yellow, orange

Cool Colors- blue, green, purple
Essential Question
Why is it important to care for our materials.
Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Expectations: 1.Listen and follow directions. 2. Raise your hand to speak. How many people
should be talking at one time? 3. Be nice. How can we be nice? Review “class, class: yes, yes.”

Warm-up: Go over Vocabulary. Show students the pumpkin made with just shapes vs the one made with curved lines.
Ask which one is better and why. Tell students they will learn how to create a realistic pumpkin today. Read, "The Roll
Away Pumpkin" by Julie Wonders to get them warmed up.

Demo/Modeling: Remind students they are going to follow a guided drawing. Show students how to use the sharpie and
the do a dot markers. Show students what happens if the don't do a dot with the markers (the sponge rips off). Remind
students about using both warm and cool colors so that their art pops!

Studio Time
0- students get out a pencil and write their name & instructor passes out paper
1- students follow the guided drawing
2- instructor passes out messy mat & student helper passes out sharpies
3- instructor checks student work and passes out dot a dot markers to finished students
4- students return do a dot markers when finished and wait for the gallery walk

Gallery Walk:
Go over rules (don't touch and don't say mean things). Students get their 3D glasses and walk around the room. Ask
students to stand by their favorite. Ask them why they like it. Tell them to stand by their art. Ask them what they would do
differently if they did this project again.

Clean Up
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Have students put their art on the drying rack. Use hand sanitizer and baby wipes to wipe up any messes.

"See ya later alligator, after while crocodile"

Formative Assessments
Checklists
A list of easily identifiable components that can be marked as successful, making progress, needs support, etc.
Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Oral Discussions
Students participating in conversations, Think-Pair Share, or conferences in groups or one to one with a peer or teacher.

Instructional Strategies
s Check for Understanding
s Expectations
s Modeling
s Monitor Progress
s Review
s Share/discuss with a partner or table group

Materials / Resources / Technology
-do a dot markers
-watercolor paper 12''x9''
-sharpies
-messy mats
-pencils
-3D chroma depth
-hand sanitizer
-baby wipes
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